PTC-16 and D-58

Heavy-Duty Feedwheel Tensioner and Sealer for Hi-Strength Tenax™ Polyester Strapping

PTC-16: The First Feedwheel Tensioner designed for Hi-Strength Tenax Polyester Strapping
- Unlimited Tension for Maximum Load Integrity & Strap Performance
- Built-in cutter increases efficiency
- Simultaneous loading of both strap ends minimizes loading time
- Heavy-duty aluminum bronze construction—the Signode difference

D-58 Sealer
- Long handles provide minimal sealing effort
- Produces seal joint with maximum frictional forces
- Use with Signode 58DY Heavy-Duty Grit Seals for Superior Joint Strength

Specifications
- **Strapping**: For use with 5/8” (16mm) Hi-Strength Tenax™ polyester strapping
- **Weight**: PTC-16 Tensioner 4 lbs. (1.8 kg); D-58 Sealer 4.3 lbs. (1.9 Kg)

Stronger Joint
Double crimp joint provides superior strength for loads subject to severe impacts
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